BALI

with Jess
It was cool at first then it got weird

• When we arrived it was so fresh, sunny, floral and just pretty. Every single day it was at least 30 degrees and for Balinese people that’s cold! There were also a lot of ‘different rules’ like I could get a motorbike licence and you don't have to wear a seat-belt. After five times I realised chipmunks are the most common animal there, we also saw a lady who's neck was bigger than her whole entire head.
• It was amazing because they let you get so close to the animals and an elephant completely drenched me! We also went to the fun-zone and the mini waterpark there.
WATERBOM WATER PARK

- Waterbom is the biggest waterpark in the world surprisingly. My dad went on a ride that takes you upside down and James went on every ride he could. I went on the python, lazy river and Super Bowl. Sophie went on a very small green slide. I also got my nails painted as watermelons and it was a great day!
The hotel

• It was amazing and the cleaners were so nice! Everyday they gave us towel animals and the hotel had
  • a sunken pool bar
  • breakfast cafe/ buffet
  • kids corner
  • cinema
  • pool
  • beach
  • slides
  • gym
POTATO HEAD
I get what your thinking - “what on earth is Potato Head?” Well, it is a massive place by the sea and you get a day bed and we got the one next to the infinity pool pool and bar!
UBUD

Ubud is a rural town in Bali and while we were there we went to a market and a gold and silver making place and a temple and a rice field.
THE PEOPLE

• Everyone you meet was so funny and kind. Everyone loves kids and they definitely show it. Over there they also do a lot of bargaining.
MONEY & CURRENCY

• The currency over there is Rupiah and you have to times everything by ten thousand. For example $2 is 20,000 Rupiah. Also everything is super cheap.
HOW I FELT
• 99% of the time I was the happiest person in the world and it was so much fun, so hot and so relaxing!